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SCRIPTURE(s): Acts 8:1, Acts 9: 1-22 GNT & 2 Peter 3: 8-9 MSG  
 From Trinity Sunday- I mentioned the circle of swirling- flowing movement in what I had called the Divine 
dance and that this first began within the Trinity- G the F, S, and HS.  Then upon Christ’s death- we were 
welcomed into the dance and at Pentecost- the HS teaches us how to not only move within the circle, but guides 
us out so others can be encouraged to join the dance as well-widening the circle even more. 
 It was with this thought that Paul noted that we need to take this seriously for God is beckoning US to go 
out B/C there are things to do and places to go.  Today we will continue with Paul, but at the time when he was 
still known as Saul - why?  B/C Saul teaches us about change, its effects on believers, and the capabilities we’re 
given in Acts 8:1, Acts 9:1-22 WL 
 Saul had such a complete turnaround to the point that he was completely unrecognizable to everyone 
who knew him. Certainly, Saul was at a point of transition in his life. As I mentioned last week- he had been a 
student of the great Rabbi’s and teachers of his day-and was nearing a point where he could be regarded as a 
great Jewish leader.  
 There was a new teaching on the rise amongst the Jew.  The Jewish leaders thought they had ended the 
disturbance when Jesus was killed, but killing Jesus didn’t produce the desired HALT in his teachings and since 
Saul believed that they went against all he knew about Judaism, the Law & what was important to God- he was 
determined to stop it from spreading. 
  Warnings didn’t work- so the religious leaders decided it was time to use some muscle to get their point 
across.  It began with the stoning of Stephen- which Saul oversaw. This gave Saul a clear direction to do 
WHATEVER was necessary to end this HERESY.  A job taken to heart & delivered with GUSTO!  
 He Even traveled to foreign cities to track people of the Way down- a city such as Damascus.  However, 
we heard from Rich- that Saul encountered someone- unexpected. This must’ve been an extremely significant 
encounter for Saul- B/C he shares it 3 times in the book of Acts.  Each time he lifts up that it was necessary for 
him to change his course, his thinking & actions.  But Saul isn’t the only one changed in this story.  Ananias  is as 
well.   
 Ananias IS A participant in the Divine Dance, but you can hear that he falters- missing a few steps when 
the Lord tells him to go and heal the monstrous Saul.  Fear & doubt- fill him- to the point that he questions the 
Lord to make sure the Lord knows ALL about Saul!   
 And we laugh, but we shouldn’t belittle his concern- just imagine if the Lord told you to go and find, talk 
to and heal the leader of Isis or your greatest PERCEIVED enemy.  You might even be tempted to refuse to go, but 
upon hearing the Lord’s reason’s= Ananias has a change of heart. 
 How?  He allowed the HS to give him the courage & strength needed- so he was able to trust the Lord & 
obey.  He finds Saul & lays hands on him, and not only does Saul receive a remarkable gift, so does Ananias .  
He witnesses the HS at work- that with one simple sentence.  And Saul who was blind both physically and 
spiritually- SEES- his sight is restored, but he believes- is transformed into a new creation as he’s baptized into 
Christ.  What’s more- he’s welcomed INTO the divine dance-shown some NEW dance steps, and is given a new 
purpose and vision for his life as he becomes a person of “The Way”!   
 And B/C of Saul’s high level of knowledge of the Torah, the law and his new found understanding of Jesus- 
we see another change.  We see the changing of the opinions of the Jews who were listening to him. Saul’s ability 
to talk their talk, gave them the opportunity to believe that Jesus was indeed the promised Messiah-enabling 
them to be saved-reconciled to God and invited to enter into the divine dance as well. 
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 We know through Jesus’ teachings-that God’s plan of salvation included both the Jews from Judah & 
Samaria-it included men & women-young & old, but NOW God’s plan goes outside the original circle to also 
include the Gentiles.   
 The Lord now has both Jews and Gentiles sharing what they believed and their stories of WHY they do & 
soon we will see the perimeter of God’s circle grow more & more as all different people from every race, and 
culture entered in.  Can’t the same be said of us?   
 That B/C of others, we were introduced to the GN of Christ, believed it & entered into the Divine dance.  
And I’m certain that if we looked back- we too would see that our thinking- understanding & how we live our life 
has been transformed.  
 Being filled with the HS changes our purpose, it changes our relationships, it changes our outlook on 
what’s important in life and it changes how important we view ALL life- doesn’t it?  This tells us -that the change 
that takes place in our lives when we put our faith in Jesus- is just as drastic as Saul’s was.  As we know Jesus 
more, we realize that it WAS as if our old self was walking around as IF blindfolded.  Sometimes feeling that 
something wasn’t right-but not being able to see what it was. 
 However, when we allow Christ’s light to enter in- he illuminates the truth and in seeing & understanding 
the truth- we could receive the power of the HS, but just like Saul- this isn’t for us to keep to ourselves.  The HS 
gives us strength & courage so we can trust God-as we go out to share the gospel story & our stories of when 
we’ve witnessed God in our lives.   
 If there’s one thing we post-Resurrection people know about God, it’s that our God is a God of 
tremendous & continuous change. Change is at the heart of our scriptural identity.  Throughout the Bible we see 
how God changed the world or more importantly, changed the people in it & God hasn’t stopped.  
 Just as God had bigger plans for Saul-giving him an amazing story to tell to those he met along the way- 
God has bigger plans for us. God’s plan for salvation of all people has yet to be fulfilled & Peter tells us in his 2nd 
letter chap 3 vs 8-9 HOW important IT IS for us to participate.   Don’t overlook the obvious here, friends. With 
God, one day is as good as a thousand years, a thousand years as a day. God isn’t late with his promise as some 
measure lateness. He is restraining himself on account of you, holding back the End because he doesn’t want 
anyone lost. He’s giving everyone space and time to change.    
 God is restraining himself- holding back the End time-when heaven & earth will merge in a new 
beginning. Why? B/C God doesn’t want anyone to be lost.  God is giving people time to hear the Lord’s call to 
them- Time to understand the truth- so they can be saved. 
 But God is ALSO giving US- his current day followers - time to change as well so that we will allow the HS 
to guide us- so we can prepare the way & as a result they’re be able to HEAR his call to them- so the scales that 
have been blinding them- can fall off enabling them to SEE the truth that WILL set them free.   
 I have no doubt that God has begun to already change people’s hearts to turn to him.  I just hope we will 
be willing to go out so we can receive the gift of witnessing the scales falling off of people as they begin to 
transform into new BELIEVING creations.   
 As I’ve said before, it’s up to us to join the dance or be a wall flower, but from what I can remember from 
being a wall flower - it’s not as much fun to just watch as other people move to the rhythm of the dance.  


